As an illustration, in Table 1 the values of the peak factor for BPSK are presented, while in Table 2 the values of the peak factor for QPSK are shown.
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The uniform bandpass sampling theorem has been m o~i e d to cope with sampling frequency instability and carrier frequency variations. Minimum sampling rates for given samplig and carrier frequency variations are derived. A robust bandpass sampling method is proposed which requires the sampling frequency to be such that the carrier frequency is on the 1/4 or -I/ 4 sampling frequency grid.
Introduction: The sampling of bandpass signals is often encountered in digital communication systems. To sample a bandpass signal it is usually down-converted to a frequency band near zero frequency with an analogue mixer (or pair of mixers for quadrature sampling), then sampled at a low Nyquist rate. Alternatively, it can be sampled directly at sampling frequencies lower than the Nyquist rate according to the first-order bandpass sampling theory [1, 21. For a single-side-band (SSB) signal centred at the carrier frequency f , with one-sided bandwidth B, the required theoretical minimum sampling rate is [3, 41 where I = Lf,iB + 0.51 h.1 denotes the floor function). The minimum sampling rates are graphically shown by the upper edge of the dark shaded area in Fig. 1 , in which the sampling and the carrier frequencies are normalised by B, and 112 < (T < 112. It has been shown that sampling at frequencies higher than the theoretical minimum does not necessarily guarantee aliasing-free sampling, unless the following condition is met [5, 61: where n, 1 I n 5 I, is referred to as the wedge order. The n = 1 case is obviously the Nyquist sampling rate, while n = I corresponds to the minimum sampling rate. Eqn. 2 defines I wedgeshaped non-contiguous operating regions of aliasing-free sampling. In between, there are I-1 disallowed regions shown as lightly shaded areas in Fig. 1 . 
Direct bandpass sampling takes advantage of eliminating the use of analogue mixer(s), hence is free of the DC offset effect introduced by analogue mixer(s) and, for quadrature bandpass sampling, free of mismatch of gain and phase between I and Q channels due to non-ideal mixers and AID converters. It tends however to be sensitive to variations in both the carrier and the sampling frequencies. The minimum sampling rate of eqn. 1 does not take into account the instability of the sampling and carrier frequencies, which would pull the operating point away from the allowed region, causing aliasing. To modify eqn. 1, consider the nth wedge of the allowed region in Fig. 1 . The wedge is confined by two intersecting lines,
Instead of requiring a single operating point cf,, A) being within the wedge, a neighbouring area (shown as the shaded rectangle in Fig. 2 and defined by A, and A$ which are, respectively, the deviations of fc and J; due to their uncertainties) should be within the wedge for aliasing-free sampling. The minimum sampling frequency in the wedgef,(man)(n) can be determined by letting the lower right comer of the rectangle on the lower edge and the upper left corner below the upper edge of the wedge as shown in Fig. 2, i .e.
fimzn)(n)
In practice, A3 is usually given in terms of the relative precision (stability) off,: A$ = pJ;, (e.g. ps = l P 3 for a moderate RC oscillator and ps = 1t5 for a crystal). From eqns. 3 and 4, for given A, Ac, and p3, to minimiseAf;(min)(n), the largest n must be used. Hence where Clearly, the theoretical minimum sampling rate of eqn. 1 is a special case of eqns. -5 and 6 withp, = Ac = 0.
Maximum folerance to carrier frequency variations:
In radar, sonar, and mobile satellite communication systems the received bandpass signals are subjected to the Doppler effects causing offsets in the carrier frequencies. Other than requiring the minimum sampling rate for given sampling frequency stability and carrier frequency variation, for these applications, we can slightly relax the sampling frequency while maximising the tolerance to the carrier frequency variation, as long as a minimum guard band is satisfied. In so doing, we fix the height of the rectangle in Fig. 2 and let its width be variable, and then move it along the vertical line tf, = the carrier frequency' until it is equally divided by the line and is tangential to the wedge (the dotted rectangle shown in Fig. 2 ). Thus in this case, eqn. 3 still holds whereas eqn. 4 takes the equal sign.
The sampling frequency and the guard band can be therefore determined by
Since 2n-1 > ps, from eqn. 7, the carrier and the sampling frequency are approximately related by ( J + 1/4)fs J = ( n -l ) / 2 for n odd eqn. 9 defines a set of lines intersecting at the origin (dotted lines in Fig. 1 ). Besides the main advantage of being tolerant to carrier frequency uncertainty, the 'i4J; (or -'i4f,) stacking of carrier can also reduce computations in digital (Hilbert) processing [2] and lead to a multiplierless frequency shifter for spectral manipulations.
for n even Example: Consider a real SSB bandpass signal centred at A = 140MHz with B = 12.5MHz, which requires a theoretical minmum sampling frequency of 25.4-55MHz (eqn. 1). Assuming pJ = and Ac = 900kHz, the practical minimum sampling frequency can be determined asJf;'min) = 29.433MHz using eqns. 5 and 6. If high tolerance to carrier variation is desired, thenf, = 29.474MHz according to eqn. 9, which gives Ac = 1.104MHz.
Conclusions:
The theoretical minimum sampling rate for bandpass signals needs to be modified when sampling frequency instability and carrier frequency uncertainty are taken into account. The modified uniform bandpass sampling theorem is more practical for engineering use. Tolerance to sampling frequency variation and carrier uncertainty is maximised if the operating region in the nth wedge is tangential to the wedge edges and the operating point is at the centre of the region, which leads to 'i4J (for IZ odd, or -'i4f, for n even) stacking of carrier. In addition, it also has the advantage of simplifying digtal processing and allowing a simple quadrature sampler structure to be used. 
